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PRODUCT INFORMATION

04 | Decoration magnets metal body
 Decoration magnet of hard ferrite, white lacquered, with hook

Article number D mm Hook Force* N Weight g

DEMAG-16 16 M3 18 7

DEMAG-20 20 M3 30 12

DEMAG-25 25 M4 40 23

DEMAG-32 32 M4 80 34

DEMAG-36 36 M4 100 45

DEMAG-40 40 M4 125 59

DEMAG-47 47 M4 180 89

DEMAG-50 50 M4 220 107

DEMAG-57 57 M4 320 149

DEMAG-63 63 M4 350 232

DEMAG-80 80 M6 (Öse) 600 485

Alternative to the standard we also offer individual solutions:
» Lacquering also possible in other colours
» Equipped with a closed eyelet
» Higher holding force

* The forces have been determined at room temperature on a plate in polished steel (S235JR according to DIN 10 025) with a thickness of 10 mm (1kg ~ 10N). A maximum deviation of -10% compared
to the specified value is possible in exceptional cases. Value is exceeded in general. Depending on the type of application (installation situation, temperatures, counter anchor etc.) the forces can be
influenced enormously. The indicated values are serving as an orientation. Please get advice and help from our experts.

** This magnet contains lead in a concentration greater than 0.1% by mass (w/w). Mandatory information REACH.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

04 | Decoration magnets with plastic body
 Decoration magnet of hard ferrite, white

HAMAG-C HAMAG-D

HAMAG-F

HAMAG-GM4

Article number D mm H mm Force* N Weight g Description

HAMAG-GM4 43 12.5 120 79 internal thread M4

HAMAG-D ** 43 31 120 81 eyelet

HAMAG-C ** 43 37 120 84 hook

HAMAG-F 43 12.5 120 77 bore and counter bore

* The forces have been determined at room temperature on a plate in polished steel (S235JR according to DIN 10 025) with a thickness of 10 mm (1kg ~ 10N). A maximum deviation of -10% compared
to the specified value is possible in exceptional cases. Value is exceeded in general. Depending on the type of application (installation situation, temperatures, counter anchor etc.) the forces can be
influenced enormously. The indicated values are serving as an orientation. Please get advice and help from our experts.

** This magnet contains lead in a concentration greater than 0.1% by mass (w/w). Mandatory information REACH.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

04 | Decoration magnets with plastic body
 Magnet assembly of hard ferrite or NdFeB, rubber coat black, with bore and counterbore

Article
number

D
mm

d
mm

d1
mm

d2
mm

H
mm

h
mm

t
mm

Force*
N

Shear force*
N

Weight
g

Temperature °
C

Magnet

HAMAG-F/KH 43 5.5 10.5 8 12.5 6.6 2 80 27 76 80 hard
ferrite

HAMAG-F/KH-Nd 43 5.5 10.5 8 12.5 6.6 2 260 70 86 60 NdFeB

* The forces have been determined at room temperature on a plate in polished steel (S235JR according to DIN 10 025) with a thickness of 10 mm (1kg ~ 10N). A maximum deviation of -10% compared
to the specified value is possible in exceptional cases. Value is exceeded in general. Depending on the type of application (installation situation, temperatures, counter anchor etc.) the forces can be
influenced enormously. The indicated values are serving as an orientation. Please get advice and help from our experts.

** This magnet contains lead in a concentration greater than 0.1% by mass (w/w). Mandatory information REACH.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

04 | Decoration magnets for placard frames
 with different adaptors

DEKA-34KAk DEKA-34KAks DEKA-34KAm

DEKA-34KAms DEKA-34KAmR

Article number L mm B mm H mm Force* N Weight g Description

DEKA-34KAk 34 29 27.5 100 34 with vertical adaptor

DEKA-34KAks 34 29 24.5 100 34 with horizontal adaptor

DEKA-34KAm 34 29 27 100 34 with vertical adaptor

DEKA-34KAms 34 29 28 100 35 with horizontal adaptor

DEKA-34KAmR 34 29 38.5 100 36 with adjustable adaptor 180°

PRODUCT INFORMATION:
The systems are used for fixing posters for stock labeling or price labeling.

* The forces have been determined at room temperature on a plate in polished steel (S235JR according to DIN 10 025) with a thickness of 10 mm (1kg ~ 10N). A maximum deviation of -10% compared
to the specified value is possible in exceptional cases. Value is exceeded in general. Depending on the type of application (installation situation, temperatures, counter anchor etc.) the forces can be
influenced enormously. The indicated values are serving as an orientation. Please get advice and help from our experts.

** This magnet contains lead in a concentration greater than 0.1% by mass (w/w). Mandatory information REACH.


